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Smart plansVitrum is the line of Smart Devices designed using innovative methods and materials.
Use of an innovative as much as ancient material such as glass makes for a stimulating tactile 
perception and high profile sensorial impact.

vitrum

concave glass surface

flat glass surface
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Light, essential lines, luminosity and harmony, transform simple switches into items of design with an 
absolutely unique aesthetic and functional identity.
The design is exceptionally versatile and can be personalised with different colours, icons and screen 
prints.

vitrum
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Contemporary design
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Contemporary design
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Controllers
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Smart plans
micromaster
Our Micromaster system can be expanded and integrated with a wide catalogue of expansions and 
gateways to achieve any kind of integration with HVAC manufacturer, Lighting protocol or door lock 
systems.
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The VDA devices are able to control any kind of light, whether it requires a simple on / off control 
whether it is a dimmer mood control. 
For solutions that avoids spotlights or strip LED, our series of PWM control devices allows you to avoid 
the use of expensive drivers lights.

A series of gateways to DMX and DALI protocols is also available.

Lights Control

micromaster
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The VDA online access system is an online system that 
guarantees maximum security and the ability to remotely 
monitor the presence of staff and guests at any time.

Every access is recorded
on VDA’s smart router
that can provide a complete
log of any key-card issued.

Access Control

micromaster
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The latest generation technology for access control is the one that combines the traditional RFID key with 
a digital one using the Smartphone's BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) technology.

EnterPlease is the app for both Apple & 
Android phones that allow the guest to 
access to his room and common areas 
avoiding the queues at the front desk.

micromaster

Access Control – App Enterplease
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